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Algorithms are the 
engines of the internet.

The software that runs the hardware.



Using media to learn 
about media.

Media construct versions of reality.
Each medium has unique aesthetic values.



Algorithms are strings of 
if/then statements.

If the correct password is entered, 
then show the video.



Algorithms are code. 
Algorithms are programs.



Chrome = 937.7MB
Firefox = 359.8MB 
Vivaldi = 499.7MB



125+ if/then 
statements.



Algorithms 
contain/activate 

their codes’ biases.
Media construct versions of reality.

Media contain social and political meanings.



Coders are 
(not)

flesh-eating 
monsters.
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Algorithms are written in code
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I cnduo't bvleiee taht I culod aulaclty uesdtannrd waht I 
was rdnaieg. Unisg the icndeblire pweor of the hmuan 
mnid, aocdcrnig to rseecrah at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it 

dseno't mttaer in waht oderr the lterets in a wrod are, the 
olny irpoamtnt tihng is taht the frsit and lsat ltteer be in the 
rhgit pclae. The rset can be a taotl mses and you can sitll 

raed it whoutit a pboerlm. Tihs is bucseae the huamn mnid 
deos not raed ervey ltteer by istlef, but the wrod as a 

wlohe. Aaznmig, huh? Yaeh and I awlyas tghhuot slelinpg 
was ipmorantt! See if yuor fdreins can raed tihs too.

English messages are written in code



Internet algorithms 
are mostly black boxes.

They see us but we can’t see them.



Cloud Chamber Strategy
Media construct versions of reality.



https://youtu.be/kvS90ZASn_w

Media construct versions of reality.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvS90ZASn_w
https://youtu.be/kvS90ZASn_w


Algorithmical 
Cloud Chamber 

Strategy
Access digital steam.

Add a stimulus.
Observe the results.
Infer the algorithm.



Compare & Contrast
Access digital steam.

Add a stimulus.
Observe the results.
Infer the algorithm.



Our media experiences 
become part of us.
We (might) become what we behold.

Media contain social and political meanings.



Each of us experiences 
a unique internet.

Cookies and tracking modify the code 
to customize our experiences.

(machine learning)



Three algorithmical 
cloud chambers.

Autocorrect/Autofill
Search

Translation 



Algorithmical 
Cloud Chamber 1

Autofill/Autocorrect











What might we learn 
about algorithms (and 

ourselves) from the ways 
that they finish 

sentences?







What might we learn 
about algorithms (and 

ourselves) from the ways 
that they correct 

mispselilngs?











Algorithmical 
Cloud Chamber 2

Search



YouTube



Google Search



Stereotype Hunting
Google Search Biases



People ask 
Google things 

they would 
never ask a 

living person.



The biases come from 
users, but they are 

amplified by Google.

Media amplify social and political meanings.























Pattern recognition









Algorithmical 
Cloud Chamber 3

Translation







Why would Amazon use 
auto translation?

Globalization



Translation



Translation



Translation



Three algorithmical 
cloud chambers.

Autocorrect/Autofill
Search

Translation 


